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teven-Bot. Gaz. 1890. 132" is not adequate to the most ready
finding of the reference. In binding such journals many libraries in-

dicate on the back only the number of the volume. If the year only
• cited two volumes or more might have to be taken down, where-
as if the citation "Bot. Gaz. xvi (1890). 132" the paper could be found
nth the

\ est ease, since no data are lacking.
In our, mion the following items should be given in a full citation:

e of the article; m) the name of the publication, if abbrevi-
ated at all abbreviated so as to be readily identified ("Jour. Bot."
D.il.1 not be so); (3) series number, if any; (4) volume number; (5)
|ttr.io,page. Designating the part, heft, lieferung or fascicle is

tseless.

Jor the ike of greater uniformity of typography the Gazette«« "lopted that shown in the following samples. It would" ''ven.ence if authors would follow this plan, or would agreo«e other ,n this time of botanical agreements.
111 hem et Douliot: Lesracines des phanerogames. Ann.
\ ** VII. v,„.

( l891 ). 256 .

r
" ^M:TraitedeBot.ii.

39 8. Pans. xSqi.
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years, are scattered through many journals and proceedings of socie-

ties, as is the case with the writings of most authors, and it was an K

of special consideration for the learned author to devote some of the

time of his declining years to the collection and editing of the

most important of his writings. The result we now have in a heaiy

volume 1 of over twelve hundred pages. The publisher has sued

in two parts (erroneously called volumes on the title page), with con

tinuous paging and single index. Forty-three memoirs are included,

the principle of selection being to take those which deal most fu

with observation; for while theories and explanations are subject to

continued variation, true facts remain immutable. The original pub-

lication of the articles dated from 1859 to 1892. In the collected I *

the chronological arrangement is not closely adhered to, but a certaii

sequence of topics is maintained under the following headings:

physical and chemical phenomena of vegetation, growth, formation of

cells and irritability. Unimportant parts of the original articles ha\

been omitted, but no additions have been made, except when an explic-

ation seemed to be needed to show the connection with the pn

state of knowledge, and such additions are always distinctly ind, ^T
These memoirs supplement and substantiate the author's text boot*

It is impossible to more fully outline here the interesting contents of

this large volume, and it must suffice to say, what is but simple

that it will prove indispensable to the student of vegetable Ph
-
Vf^

not only on account of the invaluable memoirs it contains, but bedPf

of the convenient form in which they are presented.

Minor Notices.

The second volume of Massee's British Fungus-Flora
1
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1 he second volume 01 Massee s mitisn rungu= * •«--
.

sued, and is an exact counterpart of the first volume, notice i

January issue of this journal (p. 31). A few more species are inc

than in the first volume, making nearly 1,600 species in
•

present volume does not yet carry the work through the a»»

cetes. As the work is to be completed in three volumes, we a ^
loss to see how the author can justify his selection of a tit e.

^^
third and concluding volume is like the preceding ones, t her

^
remain 2,500 species of the "British fungus-flora" unprovi e

. . . Tlint 1

ai*

the

that term is meant the species of British fungi. That 1
.in a*

1 Sachs, Julius. -Gesammeite Abhandlungen tiber Pfla ^ lh lin
Enjefr

x. 1,243. pi. 10, figs, in text 126. royal 8vo. Leipzig, wn"
1 892-93. Marks 29. {n

'Masses, George.— British fungus-flora: a classified text-boo ^
vols. Vol. II. pp. 432. Illustrated. 8vo. London, oeor*

1892.
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hich purports to cover the whole field of the British fungous flora,

and to be a "classified text-book of mycology," only half of the known
loccies of fund found in the region are included. However, the& » ivsuwvi in tn^, xv.w

wthor may have some way of avoiding the dilemma.

A valuable monograph upon the American species of Saprolegni-

Vt has recently been niihlishpfl hv fames V Hnmnhrev .1 Tl nnnparsJames E. Humphrey. 1 It appears

the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, but has
al* »een distributed separately. The group was greatly in need of

study, and it is gratifying to have the labor so handsomely and so sub-
stantially done. The author found little material upon which to be-
gin! work, and with the exception of some aid from a half dozen col-

fly from the material gathered over ten years ago by Dr.
William ['release, he was dependent upon his own collections made
wing the two years given to the study. Considerable space is de-
Wed to the morphology of the group. Under the head of classifica-
tion twenty-one species are described, belonging to seven genera.
"M-se include six new species, while the study of European forms not
JW found tn America has led to the separation of a new genus, and

^

-_' hanged name of two species. The seven lithographic plafes are
ocularly fine, and will be a great help in future study. This work
undoubtedly give a decided impetus to the study of these more

usually interesting aquatic fungi. An extensive bibliography
^pletes the paper.
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